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When was the last time you lied? What did you lie about?

This was bound to happen

O

nce a successful businessman,
running a health insurance
company was getting ready to go to
his office. When he reached into his
car and opened a door, a stray dog
sleeping under his car suddenly came
out and bit on his leg! The businessman
got very angry and quickly picked up
a few rocks and threw at the dog but
none hit the dog. The dog ran away.

U

pon reaching his office, the
businessman calls a meeting of
his managers and during the meeting
he puts the anger of dog on them. The
managers also get upset by the anger
of their boss and they put their anger
to the employees working under them.

T

he chain of this reaction keeps
going till the lower level of
employees and finally, the anger
reaches to the office peon.Now, there
was no one working under the peon!
So, after the office time is over, he

reaches his home, and wife opens the
door. She asked him, “Why are you
so late today?” The peon upset due to
anger threw at him by the staff, gives
one slap to his wife! And says, “I
didn’t go to the office to play football,
I went to work so don’t irritate me
with your stupid questions!”

M

oral: This was bound to happen.
Reap as one has sown. This is
how the life works. While we all worry
about hell and heaven based on our
deeds, we should concentrate more
on how we are living and behaving.
Do good, Good will come, Do Wrong,
Wrong will come.

S

o, now the wife got upset that she
got a scolding plus a slap for no
reason. She puts her anger on his son
who was watching tv and give him a
slap, “This is all you do, you have no
interest in studying! Turn off the TV
now!”

T

he son gets upset now! He walks
out of his house and sees a dog
passing by looking at him. He picks
up a rock and hits the dog in his anger
and frustration. The dog, getting hit
by a rock, runs away barking in pain.
This was the same dog that bit the
businessman early morning.

Be the best in whatever you do – By Tapas Dasmohapatra

C

an you think of bouncing your bottom on mattress around hundred times a
day and paid for it? Yes, “I love
my job, it’s a dream come true”,
says Natalie Thomas of Britain.

has to travel thousands of kilometers every year to check 46,000
beds. Ask Natalie about it, she says
“‘While it can be fun bouncing on
beds, I take my job very seriously
as making sure every guest gets a
good night’s sleep is of paramount
he was an average employee in importance to the hotel.’ She was
hotel who gradually developed recently in news for insuring her
this rare specialization of bounc- bottom for thirty three crores.
ing on bed and checking the mattress quality. She is known to have
he way business world has
a special ability of feeling even
welcomed professionals in
a smallest lump in the mattress. last ten years in India is amazing!
This special ability landed Nata- Many were playing music in wedlie Thomas on her new job with dings and clubs. The thing they
Premier Inn: chain of six hundred used to take care the most was
and two hotels. She is appointed the investment in a quality sound
as ‘Director of bed bouncing’ and system. Then some people started

doing it professionally with utmost passion and became DJ. Be
the best in whatever you do. The
work you undertake should be
proud of its owner: that is you.

S
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99% of failures come from people who make excuses

Excerpts from Suresh Semwal Book – Selling Simplified

I

want you to think like a
buyer and recall the last
major purchases you did. Did
you search for a salesperson
or a product? Think again. The
chances are you consulted some
of your friends and asked for
their opinion or experiences
about
the
product/service.

P

eople prefer to look for
specialists and solutions not
just the salesperson or products/
service. A specialist is the person
who knows better than others (if
not perfect) about the subject,
process, industry, requirements,
needs and is confident about
his information and knowledge.

C

apply selling as a artistic process.

W

hen
we
understand
selling as a process, we
are able to improve the sales.
“Selling is a process of creating
long-term mutually profitable
relationship with the customers.”

is that the former thinks
about
his
profession
first.

S

elling is the ultimate diplomacy
in the business engagement;
all activities exist to support it.
Selling is magnificently rewarding
and exciting and requires a
high level of commitment.

T

he specialist sales person
understands the importance
of taking no chances with
the controllable elements of
the sale because there are so
many uncontrollable elements.
We must take care of the
little things which make a big
difference in the longer run.

onfidence distinguishes the
expert from the mediocre.
Knowledge
brings
clarity,
conviction, courage; right practice
with skills brings favorable results
which ultimately boosts our
confidence. Success in selling is
he
difference
between
not being lucky or having talent
the specialist salesperson
alone. It is to understand and and
mediocre
salesperson

T

Humour Learning

A

R

n agriculture student said
eflection : The ignorant
to a farmer: “Your methperson shows his stupidods are too old fashioned.
ity through the silly speech he
makes. Keeping silent is wiser
won’t be surprised if this tree when one does not really know.
will give you less than twenty
pounds of apples.”

I

“

I won’t be surprised either,”
said the farmer, “this is an
orange tree”.
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You have to dream before your dreams can come true

9 Things That Make Good Employees Quit

I

t’s pretty incredible how
often you hear managers
complaining about their
best employees leaving,
and they really do have
something
to
complain
about—few things are as
costly and disruptive as good
people walking out the door.

M

anagers tend to blame
their turnover problems
on everything under the sun,
while ignoring the crux of the
matter: people don’t leave
jobs; they leave managers.

T

he sad thing is that this
can easily be avoided.
All that’s required is a new
perspective and some extra
effort on the manager’s part.

F

irst,
we
need
to 7. They Fail to Develop
understand the nine worst People’s Skills
things that managers do that
send good people packing. 8. They Fail to Engage Their
Creativity
1. They Overwork People
9. They Fail to Challenge
2. They Don’t Recognize
People Intellectually
Contributions and Reward
Good Work.
Bringing It All Together
3. They Don’t Care about
Their Employees
4. They Don’t Honor Their
Commitments
5. They Hire and Promote the
Wrong People
6. They Don’t Let People
Pursue Their Passions
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Some succeed because they are destined to. But most succeed because they are determined to

Life Lesson!!
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A candle loses nothing by lighting another candle
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Failure is not a person, it’s an event
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